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The vexed issue of copyright infringement holds more dangers for Rotary clubs and
their members than any other in this internet age - a slip when copying an image
and a few words from the internet for the club’s social media pages or website

could cost the club - and individual members hundreds of pounds in damages - and the
Rotary insurers will not cover copyright breaches.
What is copyright? Copyright exists on anything that is the product of a person’s skill, labour,
creativity and time. It can exist for 70 years after the copyright holder has died and is enshrined in law
- The Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. So you can be sued for damages in the civil courts.

There is a long list of types of work that are covered, but publishing anything without the ‘owner’s’
permission may make you liable. The list includes: written work, music, images, designs, sound
recordings, films, presentations, broadcasts. The term ‘Images’ can include photographs, videos,
graphics, cartoons, logos and more. The creator of the work in question usually ‘owns’ the copyright
and it is deemed as ‘automatic’.

Most business logos are covered as Trademarks - not Copyright. Consent to use MUST be
obtained.

There have been several occasions in Rotary recently where, either wittingly or unwittingly, copyright
has been breached. 

Getty Images is a large photographic library that is often accessed for photographs. Getty and other
picture agencies are renowned for being diligent in pursuing actions for monetary compensation when
their copyright is infringed. Indeed, they have automatic 24/7 searching ‘bots’ which can identify if
their image has been used - leading to litigation. Watch out!

Notwithstanding the laws of copyright, courtesy also comes into play. ALWAYS ask the author or
holder of the image/text for their consent before you use it.

A Golden Rule: Unless any image, text or other item is expressly labelled as copyright-free then
permission for its use should always be sought from the owner/author.

It is so easy with today’s technology to copy, cut and paste images and articles. It has occurred in
D1040 and the Assistant Governor in that area managed to resolve these issues. But it can prove
‘difficult’ for article writers to understand the laws of copyright and their obligations thereto unless
constantly reminded.

A Golden Rule: Bear in mind that unless the copyright-holder has been specifically contacted and has
given permission for use, then the RotaryGBI Insurers will not indemnify you and you may be
personally liable. Be aware of the dangers...

So what can be done to mitigate the dangers? It’s easy. Follow these simple guidelines and guidance
notes which follow on copyright sheet two (overleaf).

q Any queries, issues and questions should be directed to John Hodge, Rotary District 1040 public
image lead: j.hodge298@gmail.com, copied to Rotary District 1040 branding lead and Assistant
Governor: darrell.hind@mail.com.           



Some hints, tips + a few useful links

A full range of photographs, videos,
advertisements, presentations and
much more, including the ability to
create Rotary logos is available via
the Rotary Brand Center (sic). Use

your Rotary International link to
access - you will need your RI user

name / password.

Rotary International Brand Center

These two internet sites offer a
wealth of images for you to use in

Rotary materials - and they are free.
It would be courteous to give proper
attribution for images that are used.
https://unsplash.com (left) and
https://pixabay.com (right).

Two sites offering free image download
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q Copying images from the internet: Dangerous - Even though material is easily accessible, and readily
available on the internet, this does not give anyone the right to re-publish them, even if they are modified. Free
image sites are listed on this page - including the Rotary International Brand Center (see above).

q Copying images from social media: Even more dangerous as the image is almost certainly copyrighted to
the ‘owner’, and the social media site may also have an interest in protecting this work.

q What’s the solution if I want an image?: Simple, just ask the original ‘owner’ for permission.

q What about using stuff in an internal presentation - say a Rotary club meeting? As long as the presentation
is not for public consumption or made publicly available later, then no problem - safer to give an attribution
though. 

q What about using hyperlinks to a website? A safe way out... As the material is already in the public domain
and freely available, use of a link is merely pointing the reader to this area of the internet. However, bear in
mind that the linked-to material may have unexplored legal or copyright / privacy issues!

q Publishing images including children: This is not just to do with copyright, but a privacy issue in law. It is
always dangerous to publish images of children under the age of 18 without specific consent. Ensure that you
have this permission from the parent, guardian, school, organisation (in writing) before any publication. The
privacy issue doesn’t just apply to children... Identifiable adults have rights too, under GDPR and privacy laws.
Always get prior consent (in writing) to use any image including an adult - and only use such images in the
same context as the original publication. If in any doubt, don’t use it.

q The bottom line? No matter how innocuous the item, check the source of the material, ask for permission to
use it, credit the copyright holders (owners) and expect to pay.

q ‘Fair Use’ defence? Fair Use is a defence to copyright infringement and is generally applied on a case-by-
case basis. It would rarely apply to a club’s activities and promotions, photographs, logos and other images.

© Sources? Sources for material used on this page include: McNae’s Essential Law for Journalists (Mike Dodd, Mark Hannah).
Rotary in Great Britain and Ireland publications. Special thanks to Cleland Thom - Author: Online Law for Journalists.
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